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Abstract
Though conventional hyperparameter optimization (HPO) algorithms work well
when abundant trials are available, they are far from satisfactory in practical timedemanding tasks where an optimal hyperparameter conﬁguration is expected to
return in as few trials as possible. In this paper, we propose an end-to-end algorithm
called Transfer Neural Processes (TNP) to speed up HPO, by simultaneously
transferring three types of knowledge, i.e., observations, parameters, and initial
conﬁgurations, from historical HPO trials on other datasets. The proposed TNP
achieves state-of-the-art performance in at least one order of magnitude less trials.
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Introduction

Sequential model-based optimization (SMBO) [10] has been the current state-of-the-art for HPO.
The core of SMBO is to learn from observed hyperparameter performances a surrogate model which
maps a hyperparamter conﬁguration to the evaluation measure on a dataset. Sequentially, in each
trial, a promising conﬁguration estimated by the surrogate is evaluated and this new observation is
incorporated to further improve the surrogate. While existing surrogate models including Gaussian
Processes (GPs) [17], parzen estimators [2], random forest [9], and neural networks [18, 19] have
shown their effectiveness provided with sufﬁcient observations, it is imperative to return an optimal
conﬁguration in very few trials in real-world applications where a trial on huge datasets is costly.
Here we are devoted to speed up HPO by transferring knowledge from historical trials on other
datasets – a subset of hyperparameter conﬁgurations that perform well on similar datasets are likely
qualiﬁed candidates for the target dataset. As the convention of transfer learning [14], there exist
three research problems, i.e., when, what, and how to transfer. First, when to transfer here is
grounded on measuring the similarity between datasets. Most of existing studies [1, 4, 16, 26] rely
on meta-features of a dataset which, however, are hand-crafted and loosely related to hyperparameter
performances. Second, despite the instantiation of what to transfer as either initializations [4, 13, 23],
observations [16, 20, 26], parameters of a surrogate model [1, 3, 15, 25], or acquisition functions [24],
none of existing works is qualiﬁed to harness the collective power of them. Third, in terms of how to
transfer, almost all previous works develop GP-based surrogate models with cubic scaling which are
highly inefﬁcient to incorporate abundant past observations. One rencet work [15] applies Bayesian
linear regression as GP approximation, but meanwhile it loses predictive power. Especially, they all
require an explicitly deﬁned kernel, e.g., the linear kernel in [15] which is ﬁxed across datasets, being
inadequate to accomodate a heterogeneous dataset in practical scenarios.
To address these problems, we propose a novel end-to-end algorithm called Transfer Neural Processes (TNP). Motivated by recent success of Neural Processes (NPs) [6], we adopt NPs as our
surrogate model. By combining the best of both GPs and neural networks, NPs preserve the property
reminiscent of GP, i.e., deﬁning distributions over functions, and meanwhile be efﬁciently trained with
standard deep learning libraries. The TNP consists of an encoder, a dataset-aware attention unit, and a
decoder. The model achieves transfer learning by simultaneously leveraging observations of previous
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datasets, learning from all datasets a transferable initialization for parameters of the TNP, as well as
optimizing a well-generalized initial set of conﬁgurations to evaluate for SMBO. The dataset-aware
attention unit evaluates the similarity between datasets using the encoded representations of all
observations in a dataset, thereby eliminating the need of manually deﬁning meta-features. Moreover,
the TNP modelling an implicit kernel is ﬁne-tuned with several gradient updates for a target dataset,
which empowers TNP to meet more wildly heterogeneous datasets.
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Background and Problem Setup

Given a dataset D ∼ PD , hyperparameter optimization (HPO) aims to identify optimal values for
hyperparameters x so that the value of a hyperparameter response function f is maximized (or
minimized), i.e., x∗ = arg maxx∈X f (x). As a dominant framework for HPO, Sequential Modelbased Bayesian Optimizaion (SMBO) [10] starts by querying the function f at nI initial conﬁgurations
xI0 ,· · ·, xInI to constitute the initial set of history observations H0 = {(xI0 , yI0 ),· · ·, (xInI , yInI )}.
Afterwards, it iterates the following four stages: 1) in the t-th trial, ﬁt the surrogate Φt on the
X
X
observations Ht−1 ; 2) use the surrogate Φt to make predictions {μ̂j }nj=0
with uncertainties {σ̂j }nj=0
nX
for nX target conﬁgurations {x̂j }j=0 ; 3) based on the predictions and uncertainties, the acquisition
X
function a decides the next conﬁguration xt ∈ {x̂j }nj=0
to try; 4) evaluate the function f at xt , and
update the history set Ht = Ht−1 ∪{(xt , yt )}. In the t-th trial, there are a total number of nI + t
observations in the history set Ht−1 . In this paper, additionally, we leverage knowledge from M
history sets, i.e., HT1 1 ,· · ·, HTMM , on M datasets, i.e., D1 ,· · ·, DM . In the m-th dataset, there are T m
m Tm
observations available, i.e., HTmm = {(xm
t , yt )}t=1 . The goal of this paper lies that by borrowing
strength from these M history sets, the surrogate can be quickly maximized (equivalent to maximizing
the response function f ) with the optimal hyperparameter conﬁguration returned in less trials.
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Transferable Neural Processes

The neural process model, based on NPs [6, 7, 11], involves three components. The encoder learns an
embedding rt ∈ Rr for each observation (xt , yt ), i.e., rt = Eθe (xt , yt ), ∀t ∈ {0,· · ·, nI + t}. The
encoder Eθe is parameterized with a neural network. The dataset-aware attention unit as the second
component summarizes all observations and produces an order-invariant representation of historical
observations. This representation, r∗ = Aθa (r0 ,· · ·, rnI +t ) ∈ Rr, is expected to encode the latent
distribution of hyperparameter performances conditioned on the whole set of observations Ht−1 .
Last, the decoder takes the representation r∗ as well as a target conﬁguration x̂j as input, and outputs
ŷj ∈ R2 as predictions on values of f , i.e., ŷj = Dθd (r∗ , x̂j ). The two values of ŷj represent the
mean μ̂j and variance σ̂j of a Gaussian distribution N (μ̂j , σ̂j ), respectively. We also parameterize
the decoder Dθd with a neural network. Draw inspiration from [7], we train the parameters, i.e.,
θ = θe ∪ θa ∪ θd , by following three steps: 1) randomly shufﬂe observations in Ht−1 and divide
+t
them into two parts, e.g., Ht−1,h = {(xt , yt )}tth =0 and Ht−1,h̄ = {(xt , yt )}ntI=t
; 2) predict the
h +1
observations Ht−1,h conditioned on Ht−1,h̄ ; 3) maximize the conditional log likelihood,
L(Ht−1,h , Ht−1,h̄ |θ) = Ef ∼P [Eth [log pθ ({yt }tth =0 |Ht−1,h̄ , {xt }tth =0 )]],
(1)
where the gradient of the loss is practically estimated by sampling f from an underlying distribution
P and sampling different values of th . The pictorial overview of TNP is shown in Appendix.
Transferring observations via dataset-aware attention The crux of GPs lies in modelling the similarity between a target conﬁguration and conﬁgurations of past observations, while leveraging observations from other datasets requires another desiderata, i.e., similarity between datasets. With multihead
attention [22], we design our dataset-aware attention Aθa as r∗ = Aθa (r0 ,· · ·, rnI +t , r10 ,· · ·, rM
TM ) =
MultiHead(g(x̂j ), g(X0:M ), R0:M , s) where g(x̂j ) ∈ Rr is the query, and g(X0:M ) serves as the
keys with X0:M = [X; X1 ;· · ·; XM ] including both in-dataset observations X and cross-dataset ones
Xm . R0:M provides the values to be attentively aggregated. The
√ ﬁnal r∗ concatenates all r/h
heads, with each headh := softmax s◦ g(x̂j )Whq ][g(X0:M )Whk ]T / r R0:M Whv . Note that Whq , Whk ,
1
M
Whv ∈ Rr×h are parameters. We especially highlight s = softmax([1, s1 1(1×T ) ,· · ·, sM 1(1×T ) ])
which measures
the similarity
betweenthe target andall datasets. The similarity is estimated as


m
1
1
1
 )/( m

sm = ( T1m t rm
r

t
t · nI +t
t
t rt  nI +t
t rt ), where we condition on the mean of
T
embeddings of all observations in a dataset. Besides liberating practitioners from manually deﬁning
meta-features of a dataset, the mean is more descriptive and pertinent to the HPO behaviours.
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Algorithm 1: Transferable Neural Processes (TNP) for Hyperparameter Optimization

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Input :Observations on M datasets HT1 1 , · · · , HTMM ; # of trials T ; acquisition function a; target
X
conﬁgurations {x̂j }n
j=0 ; meta update rate ; # of initial conﬁgurations nI .
Output :The best hyperparameter conﬁguration x∗ found.
∗
I
Randomly initialize θ̃, {x̃Ij }n
j=1 , and set y ← ∞;
for m = 1, · · · , M do /* Meta-training
Perform k gradient steps on : θkm = θ̃ − α∇kθ L(HTmm ,h , HTmm ,h̄ |θ);
I
xkIj = x̃Ij − α∇kxIj LI ({xIj }n
j=1 |θ), ∀j = 0, · · · , nI ;
nI
Update θ̃ and {x̃Ij }j=1 : θ̃ = θ̃ + (θkm − θ̃), x̃Ij = x̃Ij + (xkIj − x̃Ij );
end
nI
I
Query the values of f at {x̃Ij }n
j=1 , and obtain the initial observation set H0 = {(x̃Ij , ỹIj )}j=0 ;
for t = 1, · · · , T do /* Meta-test
Fine-tune TNP by k gradient steps: θk = θ̃ − α∇kθ L(Ht−1,h , Ht−1,h̄ |θ);
Fit TNPθk to Ht−1 : xt ← arg maxx∈{x̂j }nX a(TNPθk (x));

*/

*/

j=0

11
12
13
14
15
16

Evaluate yt = f (xt ) and update the observation set Ht = Ht−1 ∪{(xt , yt )};
if yt > y ∗ then
x∗ , y ∗ ← xt , yt ;
end

end
return x∗ ;

Transferring parameters Under the assumption that different response functions f sampled to
optimize Eqn. (1) by sampling datasets are from the same distribution, the implicit kernel modelled by
TNP is globally shared and progressively improved as training proceeds across datasets. Unfortunately,
this assumption runs counter to practical scenarios where a global kernel cannot accommodate diverse
datasets. To alleviate the problem, we follow the strategy in model agnostic meta-learning [5] which
has been proved its equivalence to hierarchical Bayesian inference [8]. Speciﬁcally, in meta-training,
each time we sample the m-th of of M datasets as the target and the rest as historical datasets. First,
initialized with the globally shared parameters θ̃, TNP optimizes in k gradient steps to obtain datasetspeciﬁc parameters θkm , i.e., θkm = θ̃−α∇kθ L(HTmm ,h , HTmm ,h̄ |θ), where we follow Eqn. (1) by dividing
HTmm into two parts. In turn, θkm updates the transferable initialization θ̃ with θ̃ = θ̃+(θkm −θ̃). During
meta-test, it is straightforward to ﬁrst ﬁne-tune TNP on Ht−1 , i.e., θk = θ̃−α∇kθ L(Ht−1,h , Ht−1,h̄ |θ),
and then make predictions for a target conﬁguration using the TNP parameterized with θk .
Initializing SMBO with well-generalized conﬁgurations The initial conﬁgurations have been
demonstrated crucial to the success of SMBO [13, 23] – those conﬁgurations which achieve larger
values of f are prone to speed up SMBO. The M observation sets HT1 1 ,· · ·, HTMM offer a treasure of
the conﬁgurations with higher f values. Therefore, we again formulate the problem of learning initial
conﬁgurations as a hierarchical Bayesian inference problem. Similar to inferring θ̃, we learn the set
I
of well-generalized initial conﬁgurations {x̃Ij }nj=1
which are ﬁne-tuned for each m-th dataset. The
I
only difference is the loss with regards to {x̃Ij }nj=1
, which enforces 
that the predictionsof at least one
nI
αμIj
I αμIj 
I
of the initial conﬁgurations are maximized, i.e., LI ({xIj }j=1
|θ) = n
)μIj /( n
).
j=1 (e
j e
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Experiments

The encoder, the decoder, and the attention embedding function g are all implemented as a two layer
multilayer perceptron with [128, 128] hidden units, which indicates r = 128. Following [6, 11],
we ﬁrst pre-train the networks by sampling 30, 000 batches of nX dimensional GP functions with
the length scale l ∼ U [0.3, 1.0] and the kernel scale σ = 1.0. Note that we set the batch size, the
number of gradient steps k, and the learning rate α for Adam, and the meta update rate  to be 64, 10,
1e-5, and 0.01, respectively. For baselines, we consider 11 methods whose details can be found in
Appendix B.1. Note that for comparison with those baselines using meta-features to measure the
similarity between datasets, we extract meta-features for each dataset following the Table 1 in [23].
We compare in terms of the maximum classiﬁcation accuracy achieved so far and the average rank
over all datasets indicating the rank of a method (lower is better, please refer to [1] for more details).
Results We aim to improve the classiﬁcation accuracy of Logistic Regression (LR) [12] on 100
selected OpenML [21] datasets. Please refer to more details of OpenML in Section C of Appendix.
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Figure 1: Average ranks over 100 datasets, and maximum accuracies achieved on two datasets.
The dimension of the hyperparameter space is four, including the learning rate η ∈ [2−6 , 20 ] for
SGD, the l2-regularization coefﬁcient r2 ∈ [0, 1], the batch size B ∈ [20, 2000], and the dropout
ratio γ ∈ [0, 0.75]. Taking each dataset as the target, we randomly sample M = 2 of the 99 others as
historical datasets. For each of the two historical datasets, we obtain its set of historical observations
by running GPs on it to optimize the hyperparameters of LR within 100 trials. Figure 1a shows
the average rank over all datasets – the proposed TNP consistently and signiﬁcantly outperforms
other baselines, especially over a wide range of OpenML datasets. We also randomly select two
datasets and compare the maximum classiﬁcation accuracies achieved so far by different algorithms
in Figure 1b, 1c. Though the performance of all baselines varies from dataset to dataset, TNP quickly
learns a remarkable conﬁguration.
We also study the inﬂuence of different components on the performance of TNP. As shown in
Figure 2a, ﬁrst, ﬁne-tuning the global kernel to be dataset-speciﬁc improves over directly applying
CNP. Second, leveraging previous observations via the dataset-aware attention and learning a set
of well-generalized initial conﬁgurations substantially boost the effectiveness of TNP. Figure 2b
investigates the inﬂuence of the number of historical datasets, i.e., M – more datasets generally
contribute more to improve the HPO. As mentioned above, the history set of each dataset is obtained
by running GPs on it. Here we are motivated to study how the base method used to produce the history
set, e.g., GPs here, inﬂuences the performance of TNP. Take the “lymph” dataset as an example. The
results in Figure 2c further guard the effectiveness of TNP regardless of the base method. The TNP
dependent on the history sets produced by a more effective base method, say TNP itself, is prone
to outperform, provided with more insightful observations by the superior base method. Additional
results on hyperparameter sensitivity, efﬁciency, the effectiveness of the learned similarity between
datasets, and three computer vision datasets can be found in Section C and D of Appendix.
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Conclusion

We introduced a novel end-to-end HPO method which leverages knowledge from past HPO observations on other datasets. With dataset-aware attention, TNP attentively borrows observations from
those similar datasets. TNP, to the best of our knowledge, is the ﬁrst to harness the collective power
of transferring observations, parameters for the surrogate model, and well-generalized conﬁgurations
for SMBO. In particular, TNP enjoys the advantages of NPs with high scalability.
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Figure 2: Varying different components, the number of meta-datasets, and the base method in TNP.
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